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Homecoming A Great Success 
by Doug Schorr 
You really didn't know how 
Homecoming was going to turn out. 
There was much hoopla and hassles 
to go with it. First of all, the 
Homecoming Committee had 
decided that the Homecoming 
Queen was an outdated tradition," 
and had eliminated it. Then, there 
was the spectacle at the Auditorium 
that happened because of irritable 
students being impatient for 
pousette-Dart Band - Tom Rush 
concert tickets. Students ended up 
being literally· sick because of the 
pushing, shoving, etc. that went on. 
From there, trouble threatened 
again, when a· few students who 
couldn't get tickets to the "Star 
Bars" warned that if they didn't gety 
tickets, they would "crash" the 
event. 
As it turned out everything was 
fined. The BSC students acted very 
mature-except for one incident that 
will be mentioned later. Alpha 
Upsilon fraternity proved that their 
spirit lies with the school by 
sposoring the Homecoming Queen, 
The audience at the Homecoming 
Concert-composed of BSC 
students was warm and receptive, 
unlike the ticket lines for the event, 
Last but not least, students that 
threatned to go to "StarBars"', with 
od without tight security. 
The "Kick-Off Party" which got 
the Homecoming off to a splendid 
start pooved to be popular and 
entertaining on Wednesday night." 
Second Society a band Qut of 
Boston, played their brand of oldies 
and top forty music, including one of 
their own hits of a few years back-
"Runaround Sue," for the crowd 
assembled at the Canoe Club in 
West Bridgewater. 
On Friday night, most oftheBSC 
students were either at the Bonfire 
near the Hill or "Jack Flash Light 
Club" in the S.U. Ballroom. The 
Jack Flash event which was a 
contemporary multimedia light and 
sound show made into a nightclub, 
played music for everyone. Some of 
the types of music played were 
Country & tWestern 'Rock'n Roll, 
Ragtime, Disco, and Oldies. 
Saturday was the main day both 
for the football game and the 
entertainment. The Bears nipped 
Curry 11-8 in chilled weather and 
the Homecoming QueenSue 
Darwin and her court were 
inroduced to the crowd. Three 
events were featured at 8:00 pm the 
same night. The '1rish Pub" was 
presented at the Tilly Cafeteria by 
the SGA. Gay 90's night was the 
main attraction in the Rat. The most 
popular enetertainment of the 
evening, though was "Star Bars" in 
the SU Ballroom. Naked Truth was 
the band for the night and they were 
right at home in the atmosphere set 
up for the the evening. The 
Ballroom was decorated to 
'resemble a discotrheque-with the 
rotating silver light piece, constantly 
changing lights, large dande floor, 
etc. The band played n-Iusic ranging 
from disco to hard rock. 
The same night however another 
immature schildish prank happened 
at the Hill. Just as people were 
coming . in from parties and had 
started to fall asleep, another false 
fire alarm was set off, This time it 
occurred on the fifth floor of Shea' 
Hall. According to my talks with the 
RA'S more than one alarm has been 
set off on the fifth floor of Shea and 
Durgin Halls_ Residents on all floors 
. should be on the lookout for 
suspicous individuals as sonn as an 
alarm has been set off. 
Other than the just mentioned 
problem, things turned out well 
during . Homecoming. 
"Last Lecture" calls 
a 
professor at SSC; was the host 
lecturer Tuesday night at the 
Catholic Center for the 'Last 
Lecture' Series. 
by Sue Lawson 
"Be natural--if you are natural, 
you are kind." These are the words 
used by Professor Achille Joyal to 
deliver the message at his lecture, as 
the first in a continuing series of 
lectures to be rtlO at the Catholic 
Center throughout the academic 
year. They are entitled "The Last 
Lecture Series' and will feature a 
different professor every month. 
Professor Joyal's lecture was 
given Tuesday night, November 8, 
to a group of about 85 students and 
faculty members. Professor Joyal 
has been teaching philosophy at this 
college for 12 years. A native of New 
Hampshire, his is a homespun 
philosophy, disciplined by the 
recognized academic writers, 
sophisticated by years of world 
travel, and ripened with age.-
Professor Joyal's lecture lasted 
about 35 minutes and was fonowed 
by a discussion period, which lasted 
for 45 minutes. He began with a brief 
sketch of his life, in which he shared 
his reasons for entering into the 
teaching profession. The reasons 
led to the development of his 
philosophy--thus illustrating the title 
of his lecture, "The End Crowns the 
. Means." Teaching is the means 
through which he has developed his 
end phl1osophy of kindness as 
naturalness_ 
The Professor's views on this 
subject altered a prospective often 
forgotten in our daily lives--to be 
kind· is to care, rather than to get 
something in return. 
"Be proud," he stated. Our ability 
to love and to be kind is 
demonstrated through our love of 
self and sense of pride. 
Professor Joyal tied this idea of 
kindness as naturalness into the 
teaching profession when he said 
thereIs "too much competition in~ lear~ing, pnd not enough 
cooperation." 
After the lecture, the discussiol'!. 
period began with a question which 
·asked whether or not a person can 
~:~/v 
,. ,~ 
QUEEN FOR A DAY ... Susan Darwin, a member of the Class of 
1979, was crowned Queen 0/ the Homecoming festivities at 
halftime at the football, gume •. Here, presid~ntJlo~rJiiap~~I~e .. ... 
the crown'Offlowers on the Homecoming Queen lor 1977. 
for Kindness 
be capable. of teaching if he/she 
does not have self-love. From there 
the discussion centered on a 
particular statement that Professor 
Joyal had made during his lecture, 
which was, "fear is the beginning of 
love." 
Group reaction to this statement 
seemed at first confused. During the 
discussion, many students asked 
the Professor if the. term· "fear" 
meant fear of hurting or fear of 
getting hurt. 
During this time, there was not 
'much inter-group discussio:l as 
there was questioning of Professor 
Joyal. 
This Last Lecture Series is the 
most novel and provocative 
happening on the Bridgewater 
campus in some time. It has the 
potential to· begin breaking down 
some of the barriers which stand in 
the way· of a learning process. at 
college. 
Too many times in the classroom, 
We as. students repress any feelings 
we have which may challenge a 
professor's views. There are many 
reasons why we do this~we may be 
afraid of being laughed at, or of· 
being "marked down:~ ,Almost 
never do we consid~r/ :ihat our 
questions or idea5may;~be in the 
minds of other students 'or that we 
may have· a perspective which 
simply has not been thought, of 
before. 
By creating a hypothetical 
situation at a last lecture given by a 
~pecific individual, the affective 
domain engages the cognitive 
domain. The speaker is more 
conscious of his presentation, and 
the audience more attentive to the 
weight and color of its meaning. 
It is hoped that Tuesday's lecture 
will set the pace for the future. The 
audience's attentiveness during 
Professor Joyal~s lecture, 'and their 
participation during the discussion 
afterwards demonstrated the need 
and worth of.· this series at 
Bridgewater. 
Forensic Society A ttainsHonors 
Bridgewater's· Competitive 
Speech and Debate Team (which is 
better known--I should say 
UNKNOWN--as the Forensic 
Society) has attended three 
tournaments so far this year and has 
come home victoriously each time 
with trophies to clutter the 'speech 
offices. . 
At Suffolk University in Boston, 
the team competed for the first time 
this semester for points against. 
teams from all over the country. 
They returned with a team trophy 
and mixed tales' of success. 
Competitors also brought honor 
to Bridgewater at' the Holyoke 
Tournament where they won four 
medals. Jack Tierney and Joan 
McElvenny took. both first and 
second place medals (respectively) 
in Oral Interpretation, one of· the 
most difficult divisions of the 
tournament (having the' largest 
number of speakers competing). 
Mike Casey won a first place medal 
for his interpretation of Children's 
Literature. And for her speech, 
contending that a woman was 
responsible for the Union/s victory 
in the American CivilW,arjMary 
C.Carroll was awardecla third place 
medal in Original Oration. (She had 
all male judges!) 
The team's most recent 
tournament took place at the 
UniVersity of Maine, Portland_ Once 
again they pulled in atrophy. Mike 
Casey defied the odds and surprised 
the southE>!rn colleges who usually 
specialize in Oral Interpretation by 
stealing a fourth trophy in that 
. event. (The southern colleges made 
off with the other five.) 
This weekend, both the speech 
and' debate teams attend The Great 
Eastern Tournament at Southern 
Connecticut. State. Colege. one of 
the .largest . competitions . in .•. the 
country~· Many of the '1vy[eague" 
colleges <.(suchas H~rvardanq 
Princeton) Will be present,and so 
we extend special "good luck" 
wishes to our debaters, Mary C. 
Carroll and Mike Casey.(Both 
debaters are also carrying speeches 
in the I.E. events, which is to their 
credit.) 
. If any students· are interested 
competing in. or just observing 
debate and competitive. speaking, 
they are encouraged to get in touch 
with Miss Susan Miskelly, the· 
.team's < coach-~or Mary C.Carroll, 
President of the Forensic SOciety, 
through the ForensicSciety/s 
mailbox in· the Information Bootli. 
. They'd lov~ to' hear from you! 
The team would like to extend 
their thanks to. Susan Miskelly for 
her dedication. to th eteam and thE 
truly superior job of coaching and 
judging she has done. We would 
also like to thank the three judges 
(former students of BSC) . who 
accompanied the team a1 their own 
expense to Suffolk University (thus 
saving the student body the cOst of 
. hiring judges at thirty dollars'a 
piece): Muriel Finnegan, Ranna 
Galipeau, and Chris La Coste. 
The Forensic Sodety is very 
proud 'pf its. succeSses, .. past. and 
present/.and of the fact that they are 
the onlt totally academic club that 
engages :in intercollegiate 
competitive activities hringing 
honor to Bridgewater State College, 
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editorial 
President Carter may have the power to change the cou~se of history, 
but our own beloved President Rondileau has a power that 01' Jimmy 
never dreamed of. 
He possesses the power to change the days of the week. 
For those of you who are used to sleeping late on Tuesday morning, 
this may have been a difficult adjustment to make. 
Let's explain what happened. The President, in his infinite wisdom, 
decreed that Tuesday will be a Friday. "Why?" , you may ask? The reason 
is that this Friday will be like a Monday during a three-day holiday 
except for the fact that it falls the day before Saturday and not the day 
after Sunday, as usually happens in such cases. Follow? 
We suppose, to be fair, we should present the administration's 
reasoning. The decision was not made without some consideration. 
Many science instructors were complaining that the holidays 
(Thanksgiving, Veteran's Day, etc.), interfered with lab periods. A Friday 
schedule on a Tuesday would allow another day for labs. 
So much for the reasoning, now for the complaint. Changing a 
Tuesday interfered with the meetng of many of the campus 
organizations, including THE COMMENT. 
Also, many students schedule classes on Tuesday and Thursday later 
than on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The change probably 
interfered with many students' jobs. 
The major problem presented by this exercise of exe~utive power is 
that it interfered with election day in many towns and cities in 
Massachusetts. 
Granted, a schedule change may have been necessary to straighten out 
lab schedules. But next time, might we suggest changing Wednesday to 
Friday? The only Wednesday missed by a holiday is Thanksgiving. The 
schedule change would probably be less traumatic and not as difficult to 
adjust to. 





The' Center for International 
Educationis pleased to inform the 
academic community that it will 
continue to conduct screening 
interviews for applicants interested 
in overseas teaching-exchange 
grants. These interviews' are 
conducted in cooperation with 
theU.S. Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare. The 
interview at the Center is the only 
personal contact an applicant has in 
the decision process. Each 
candidate is interviewed at the 
Center by four people assembled 
from public and private elementary 
and secondary education and 
highe~ education. Approximately 
seventy-five applicants' have been 
interviewed over the last year within 
a two day period in early December. 
. Applications for this year must be 
filed by Nov.ember.15th at the-
Teacher Exchan-geSection IEB 
Divi:"ion of International Education 
Office of Education 
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, 
and Welfare 
its' staff, the judges, the candidates, 
and the close to five hundred people 
that voted in th'2 Homecoming 
Queen election. 
The Brotherhood would also like 
to congratulate Sue Darwin , The 
Homecoming Queen for 1977. 
Thank you,-
Doug Daniels 




Students, Friends and Alumni: 
To all of you who supported our 
mid-night breakfast, we thank you. 
It was a great success! We also 
thank those of you who bought the 
Homecoming T-Shirts we sold. 
Your participation 'was GREATLY 
appreciated. , 
The Class of '79 Officers 
P.S. A special "thank you" also goes 
to Custom Food Service and Dean 
Jones for all their help and 
cooperation they gave us . 
Live a Little 
'\r-----~---, 
\ r') '-En -~- i I U t.. ~'\. ~::J ( 
( \ 
kJ 1M t: d-...1~O { 
I , 
\ 
-----....... ---~ - ~ 
apron strings and allow us to live a 
little. After a week of studing we all 
HEY, WHAT'S TN is 
HEAR. A~O uT' 
A RAT? 
NON-interest for Queen? 
little. After a week of studying we all "The students of this school were cast in the election. Is this a sign of 
need a change of setting loose. not interested in a homecoming non-interest?! I don't think so! 
Therefore I suggest for the survivdl queen!" November 3, 1977, the When the 'Homecoming was run 
of this school, its students, and its election for Homecoming Queen in the Oct. 6 issue of the 
wee ken d s the rem u s t be was hE~ld. There were over 500 notes COMMENT, we got a response of 
compromice. (ecmt. p.3) 
I 
By compromice I refer to the ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
strict restriCtions placed apon the .- TU' NE IN TO WBI'M • 
students in regards to parties, I • 
dances, the rat and other aCtivities I I 
on the B.S.C. campus. We need a • 91.5 FM I 
new way of setting up campus I • 
activities. We should try to achieve a I •• I 
hassle free sys~~m ~onse.rning t~e I Your college radiO station! I 
students, partlslpatlon In SOClal I - I 
.,. Th··'·li ·,··t ... --------------------------1 ~~i;~;~e~~r a ~li~:r;:~a~~;y.J~~~/::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:;:=:::::;:;:::=:::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. :':':':':':':';':':':':':':':':':':':':'~i~! 
don'twealIrealizeHthatyouareonly:~:~ CORRECTION :~:~ 
young once" and that college should:::: The COMMENT inadvertantly credited a rebuttal to a letter :i=i: 
be - a growing and enjoyable~:~:concerning student apathy in regard to the Pol. Sci. to Chris Hansen. ::~;~ 
experience. "The Future Is Ours." ::;: The letter was in actuality the result oj a collaboation oj several Polio ::;:; 
Marian Ward~~:~sci. students. :;:~: 
Senator Class of 1980:':.::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:::::::;:::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'.:::; 
Homecoming 
Thanks 
I would like to take this time to 
openly express my warmest thanks 
to all those who contributed to 
making Homecoming 1977 a great 





Robert A. Cote 
Sports Editor 
Jo Ann Merzigian 
News Editor 
Jean St. Andre 
Washington, D.C. 20202 
Last summer, approximately 
twenty-one New England scholar-
educators took part in study grants. 
They are currently participa'ting, in 
overseas teaching"exchange grants 
under the sponsorship of the 
Fulbright-Hays program. Twelve 
are from Massachusetts; five are 
from Connecticut; three are from 
New Hampshire; and one is from 
Maine. The following countries are 
those in chich the Massachusetts 
participants are situated; England. 
India, Egypt, Germany, Scotland, 
and New' Zealand. The rising 
interest in the scholar exchange 
program will undoubtedly lead to 
furthering the participation of other 
countries. 
. success. Much hard work has been Photography Editor 




Student Intern: Naomi Gusman 
Bridgewater State College 
Alpha 
Thanks 
-j'he fjrotherhood of Alpha 
Upsilon wishes to extend thanks to 
all the people that aided in making 
this year's Homecoming Queeti 
Contest one of the most successfu! 
ever. We would also like to extend a 
special thanks to The Comment and 
. " undertaken by many members of 
After the recent homecommg the Homecoming Committee, and 
VJee.ke~d I have _. come to .the too often such deciicatipn goes 
r.eahzatlOn, ~hat thIS conege gIves. unrecognized. 
!lttle "credIt to .the ~tudents It is to those peoplethen, that I 
Judgement· 0: .1ntelltg.ence. would like to extend my greatest 
An exam?'e of thIS IS theparttes that appreciation for all their time and 
occured m WoodHalL They were effort. For, without hard workers, a 
orde.rly and peac:eful except for the committee is nothing. One person 
persIstent nag91ng. of the house cannot make ,Homecoming a 
mother on duty tellmg ~s to return success, it becomes so through the 
to our ,.rooms .. We realtze ~hat .she hard work of each individual. on the 
wa.s domg her Job but ihe.re IS such a committee and their unselfish 
thln~ . as .compromlse. The efforts to provide an enjoyable 
admlnJstratlOn cannot expect weekend for Alumni and students. 
healthy college students to spend a 
Friday night waiting in line at the rat 
or doing homework. What this 
college must realize is that we are 
adults that have developed morals 
and therefore we should be treated 
as such. 
Bridgewater has,the'potential for 
becoming a sociailyactive college 
communitie. What is needed is a 
cbmmunity. What is needed is a 
change in attitude on the part of 
both the students and' adminis-
tration. The students must learn to 
stop down grading this place by 
saying things like "what a bore" 
"there is nothing to do here", and 
'''lets leave., Thursday for the 
weekend." They must adop the 
attitude that we can have a good 
time. On the other hand the 
administration must loosen thier 
Because of this, I would now like 
to extend a special thank-you to : 
Lisa Gorman, Nancy Torrey, Ann 
Hackenson, Joe Lamothe, Judie 
Sloane, Mike Palma, Nancy Inman, 
Jim Nozell, Peter Hayes" Chris' 
McCarthy, Doug Daniels, Jay Anis, 
Cathy Judge, Brian Hall and all 
others who' have given time and 
effort in the past two months. And, 
further thanks must be given to 
Dean Jones, Dr. Veno,Claire Scott, 
Dean Deep, and Dr. W~ygand for 
their advice and guidance to the 
Committee. 
Ingeheral, to all those who have 
contributed to making this past 
weekend a true success, thanks for 
everything!! 
Sincerely, Carole Hamilton 
Chairperson, ,Homecoming 
Michael Eunice 
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Announcements Dixon's Axe Murder Just a Rumor 
SENATOR AT LARGE 
Because of the Veterans Day Holiday on Friday the primary, if 
necessary, for Senator at Large will take place on Monday November 14. 
The final election is still scheduled for Wednesday November 16. Voting 
is open to all full time students and will take place across from the 
bookstore. SUPPORT SGA. VOTE 
...................................................................... 
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE 
Anybody interested in helping keep other students aware of the 
upcoming events on the SGA calendar please leave your name and 
teiephone number in the SGA office on the third floor. If you can spell, 
hold a magic marker, and have some spare time during the week, you're 
eligible. 
............................................................ It ........... . 
ARTSMAGAnNERE-ORGANUATION 
Interested in writing (poetry and fiction), photography, drawing, editing 
or lay-out? The Arts Ma gazine will be holding its re-organizational 
meeting on Tuesday, Nov. IS, at lI:OO in room L213 (library, 2 floor). The 
purpose of the meeting will be to elect officers, discuss ideas and set 
goals for a publication. This campus needs a consistent and growing arts 
magazine to represent the creative efforts of the students. If you are 
jntere~ted, please come and help bring it about. 
ABOVE AVERAGE AGE STUDENTS (AAAS) 
Answer carefully: 
1. Are you considered an "above Average age" student? 
2. Do you get tired of having coffee alone between 11 a. m. and noon 
on Tues.? 
3. have you ever wondered whot the Rathskeller looks like? 
4. Have you ever wondered what it would be like to draw up goals 
and a club charter? 
Well, come and join us, on Tues., Nov. 15th at the Rathskeller! You're 
sure to find some new (or perhaps even old) friends. We'd love to see you 
there! 
SOCIOLOGY/SOCIAL WORK CLUB 
The movie "Lord of the Flies" will be shown on Thursday, Nov. 17 from 7-
9 p.m. in the Library Lecture hall. Admission is free and is open to 
everyone. If you haven't seen it, this is your chance. If you've seen it 
before or read the book, you know you shouldn't miss this opportunity. 
The movie is sponsored by the Sociology/Social Work Club. 
OPPORTUNITES FOR VOLUNTEERS . 
Brockton Public Schools Swimming Instructors to work on a one to one 
basis with special needs children 'vVednesday afternoons. They also need 
teacher aides. . 
Bridgewater Council on aging needs one or two people to set up a and 
implement an exercise program for the elderly. They also need arts and 
crafts people. 
Bridgewater nursing Home needs people to serve coffee between 10' and 
11 each morning. The need two people each day. 
reprints--The Crusader 
:October 21, 1977 
by Daniel A. Day 
The rumor that in 1978 a student 
will be murdered with an axe in front 
of a dormitory overlooking a Jesuit 
cemetery at a Catholic college on 
the Eastern seaboard is a complete 
hoax, The Crusader has learned. 
Holy Cross fit the description in 
the rumor attributed to Jeanne 
Dixon which has been circulating on 
campus for a full week. A 
spokesman for the Los Angeles 
Times, which syndicates Dixon's 
astrology columns and prophecies, 
denied the rumor, stating: "Jeanne 
Dixon never, repeat never, makes 
specific predictions of any kind. She 
would certainly never make a 
·prediction of that nature. 
'1t is a complete hoax as far as her 
name is concerned."" 
Allegedly, the prediction 
appeared in a newspaper, The 
Washington Post and The New 
York Daily News being prime 
suspects. Spokesmen for the Post, 
the Daily News, The Washington 
Star, The Herald-Tribune-New 
York News Syndicate, and The Los 
Angeles Times all denied publishing 
such a prediction. 
'Tm sure it has never been 
published. It's completely untrue," 
said the spokesman for the Times' 
editorial office. 
The would'be killer was 
nicknamed "Son of Focus," after the 
semi-weekly newsletter from the 
Campus Center. Rumors ran 
ramp~nt that he would strike next 
year in front of Heaiy, Lehy, or 
Hanselman Houses, which overlook 
the campus cemetery beside St. 
Joseph's Chapel. 
Who done it? 
Early Friday morning, the 
masking-tape outlines of a body and 
a-n axe were found beside a row of 
hedges in front of Lehy. It has yet to 
be determined who is. responsible 
for that gag. Student reaction to the 
outlines was either laughter or fear. 
Fast for World Harvest 
Thursday, November 17 the 
students of Bridgewater State 
College will observe a day of fast in 
observance of the Fast for World 
Harvest 
Money raised from meal ticket 
numbers that were donated in Tilly 
and money donated in the 
Commuter cafeteria will' be sent to 
the San Julian Colony in Bolivia, 
South America. 
People observingthe fast may eat 
breakfast and miss lunch and 
supper. Broth and a hard roll will be 
provided on the common between 
the library and the Student Union 
from ll:OO-I:OO. A videotape will be 
shown in the Student Union 
throughout the day. 
A prayer service will be held in the 
. Catholic Center Chapel from 9:00 
to 9:20 a.m. 
This fast will be observed by 
colleges throughout the country. 
On this campus, the observance is 
being sponsored by the Catholic, 
Jewish, and Protestant faiths. 
Some students reportedly 
considered moving off campus upon 
seeing the figure. 
The rumor has been traced to 
varIous sources, all of which have 
proved inconclusive. Georgetown 
University was one such source, but 
a staff member of The Hoya, the 
Georgetown student newspaper, 
never heard of the rumor. 
. He did say that two weeks ago 
there was a rumor circulating at the 
university that there would. be a 
mass murder in dormitory 
o~erlooking Georgetown's Jesuit 
graveyard, The rumor may have 
been transported to Holy Cross and 
changed to fit the College's 
description by students who visited 
Georgetown over the Columbus 
Day weekend. 
Many students believe that either 
the Psychology Department or the 
Sociology Department started the 
rumor as an experiment. But 
representatives from each 
department denied any reo 
sponsability for the rumor. 
As of now, the rumor is definitely 
a hoax, yet where it started, no one 
will admit. 
Queen 
from p. 2 
over 120 students. I remember one 
month ago when the Homecoming 
Committee decided to drop the 
queen. What would have happened 
had Alpha not offered to run the 
contest?? I would like to thank Alph, 
for helping to maintain a long 
standing tradition which some 
people in the college could not very 
happily do away withl Also to the 
football team for offering to pick up' . 
the ball when the Homecoming 
Committee fumbled it! 
Unfortunately this whole problem 
will probably show up first this,tl~xt 
year. again!!! The Dey Club (VA Hospital) of Brockton needs peopl.e to pJay bridge monopoly chess, dancing ,and having perties for former patients. Help 
them get over their re-entrance into the community. The lSAc ·IIODOaCla.cooooc:>cooC~a~~ 
If you are interested in these volunteer opportunities, come see Dean , ...-.. ~ ................... ~ ..-... .......... ...-... 31 
jones or janet England in the office of Student Life at Boyden hall. There MULD 0 ON '5 ~~L:~ :~~. more opportunities available for people interested in an d Italy . 
········AITENTioN···Ei:EMEMBER?<i;"SPECiAi. .. iii. .. MAJORS T~~:~~~~:::liSifromlta1Y... l_ - - - - - --'j 
AND INTERESTED STUDENTS It is not difficult to identify Kathy Open daily 4 p.m.- 12 p.m. I 
There is a C.E.C. general meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 11 a.m. in the as an Italian in the truest and most . 
S.U. Oem. Room to discuss the upcoming Christmas I?arty. The meeting positive sense of the word: her Happy Hour 4 p.m.- 7 p.m. 
wiill be very.important as we will be making initial plans for committees, remarkable accent, her dark ey.es d d Th . ht 
etc. Your attendance is vitaL hope to see you all there! and hair, as well as her vivid We . an ur. nlg C 
·······-SKy:olvERs········_····· .. ··············· .. ··· .. · .......................... -...................... ~~~l¥:h~ ~~:t u;b~~~~~ry ~~~:~~~~~ ............... .-. SPECIAL ~ .~ ......... 
Anyone interested in competing in a cooed collegiate sky-diving meet? descent. First drink is regular priceJsecond drin.k only 
Students of the sky-diving club at Boston State College are looking for Kathy comes from Sicily and her 
interested competitors for a novice Hit and Run meet this Spring. iryour grand parents still live there. Sheal 7SQ;. 
school does not have a school sanctioned sky-diving club but you would came to America with her parents The W k 0 1 
like to compete nevertheless please reply as soon as possible. We are and two sisters, four years ago, IS ee n V 8 
looking for at least two competitiors from each stat college and other because, as she sayw, "Sicily is a Muldoon's....-... .......... presents I 
private schools. Anyone interested please write to: wonderful country to spend your 
Stephen D. Austin b t t t 't "Th {1 § 
c/o Sky.Diving Club, S.G.A. Office money, u no 0 earn 1. us,O 
Kathy's family moved too Quincy, ~ I 
Boston State College Mass., where K':athy, who couldn't ~ "S C ORP~ '0" .......... 
Hunington Ave. speak one Enghsh word when she 8 ............ J 
Boston, Mass. 02115 arrived, went to high school for four 8 I 
Be sure to leave address returns as all replys will be answered. years. R ~ .....-... ....-.... .......-.... .......... ~ ............. ___ 
RUSSIAN LECTURER Now, she is a BSC freshman and 51 ~ 
Vladimir 1. Lenin and his Russian revolution. A talk on this subject will majoring in Spanish with he § fi t· h' I . meChanl'C I 
. intention of becoming an I ea urzng IS e even pIece Q be given by Dr. Petti of Stonehill College. The lecture will be given on 
Wednesday, November 23, at 2 o'clock in the Student Union Green interpreter. Besides the English ., h' 
Room. The Slavic Studies Club (CCK) invites everybody to agood.1ook language which still can be. drum set a. life. -size mec anlcal it 
at the other superpower thr.ough this lecture. . considered as her major "trouble" in ' .. ~ 
--...... ~ .... -.... --.-.-........... -.---......... -........ _ .. _ ....... -. __ ... -...... -...................................... ·g:~;~~;d~~c~~~:7r;~~;t~~g~~ robot, all part ·0150,'000 dollars worth of§ 
FREE LECTURE jCollege life". On the coutrary: she S. h . 
Mr. William Beecher, DiplomaticCorrespondentfortheBostonGlobe, enjoys the new liberties, Hkedatinga I electroniC equipment to create t e 
will give a free lecture on Monday, November 14,8 p.m.-lO p.m. SU 205, boy without the consent of the H 
206,207. Previously Washington bureaus of NY Times and Wall Street WHOLE family and the fact that § d 
Journal. Outstanding Mideast Journalist 1975 by Overseas Press Corps. Kathy is anything but shy, helps her·r Electronic Rock ,Soun ........ 
Harvard B.A.-Cornell, Mass. Recent trips to USSR and China (Red) and to made new friends quickly. 
next trip to Mideast. He was one of the orig~nall7 t.ap~d by Nixon· and Coming. from a country where the 
second target of White House Plumbers Umt. TOPIC: 1nfluence of the parents pick a girl's husband, the Special next Thur. 
Press on Government Decision·Making.· possibility of dating a § I 
~::i:,~~~~:~~l¥~?t:~~f~~C~:::·~::~:~:~·;::·~:~. w;:f!,;y~~~~~:g~~~h~~yhi: I Next ~e~~-w-!~\~;:~::;;:DUdS II 
7·11. Drink and socialize to the Rathskellar tunes after the long weekend! becoming a "real American" at Beast ~ . . 
(Sponsored by your own classes) as far as "enjoying equal rights" is 8. SCHLITz.. NIGHT S 
··~·~~~~~~--~·~~~~x0~»x~~~~~~~concerned. However, she win ~r.e'e·t~.shl·rt·s. Ql'.g~~eUgibleto. enter wet S ~;;t:.;~··········'·············ll·····AT::fENtf6f,r·F·RESHMEN" _ ................. ········tls?T?etimes thin)<s of going ba:k t6 I J J , I 
:::: ::::SlCtly, but as she says; that C h . f f' t 1 ~:~: All Freshmen who took the Nelson-Denney ::::depends on whether I'll find a job t~·shirt cont~st.' as pnzes Jor Irs pace. 
:~:~ Test may obtain their test results in Dr. ~~~the~e ~nd .finally, I really don't. feel 
:::~ 'Off" Th Ad' Ad .. Off" . :::.homeslck. ... no wonder,COnSld€.r- M fd ' . 1 ated at 105 Co' peland St !:::: Haughey s Ice. e ca emlcvlslng Ice :=::ingthefactthatyoufindagreatdeal U oon s lS oc, .' 
~:;~ is located on the main floor of Boyden Hall. :!:! more pizza stores in America than W.Bridgewater. 
::~;:!:::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!::::::::::::!:::~:::!:!:!:i:~:!:~:~:::!:::::::::::::!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:::!:~;~:~:!:;:;:::::;::::::::::~:~:~:~:.:::: in Italy... .. ~~~CIIO~~~...#"..A.:IOCoc::,ocrot:>O<~~MCOOCIOC_~ 






by Doug Mildram 
sse-II 
Curry-8 
A tough Bear combined with a solid kicking 
game enabled BSC to defeat Curry College 
11-8 before a capacity crowd at College 
Stadium on this, the· annual Homecoming 
weekend. The win gives Bridgewater a 5-2 
league record(6-2 overall) and the possiblity 
of a first place tie with Mass. Maritime(6-1), 
should the Buccanneers lose to New Haven 
on Saturday and the Bears defeat Boston 
State(Saturday 1:30 at Daily Field}_ 
Branco Field Goal 
Ernie Branco's 36 yard field goal at 9:'04 of 
the second quarter proved to be the 
difference in this. turnover filled game( a total 
of 15 for both sides). Al Colarussa(82 yards 
rushing) put Bridgewater ahead 6-0( the point 
after kick failed) at 8:34 of the first period on a-
one yard plunge over left tackle. Bridgewater 
held Curry on their first posession of the 
game and took posession(via a Curry punt) 
on their own 38. Colaruss:,.p and Paul Vespc 
lziani did most of .. 
the ball carrying as Bridgewater drove 62 
yards in 10 plays (all on the ground), 
Quarterback Scott Armsttong went into his 
scrambling act to gain a first down on the 
Bears first series t.o. keep the drive going. 
Gains of ]4 and 15 yards by Colarusso and 
jaunts of 5 and 8 yards . by Vespaziani were 
key plays as Bridgewater chewed up yardage 
and found themselves in a first and goal from 
the nine situation in which Colarusso would 
eventually score. 
Things didn't improve much for Curry on 
their second possession as Tom Hart and 
Pete Gray socked quarterback Bill Rumley 
and put Curry in a punting situation. 
Bridgewater, got a break as they fumbled on 
the':'punt return, but an illegal procedure 
penalty against Curry nullified the play and 
put the Curry punt'eranq his end zone to kick 
again. A tremendous charge by the middle of 
the Bears defensive line allowed Pete Gray to 
get a piece of the ball and knock it out of the 
end zone for a safety and a g-O BSC lead (at 
6:36 of the first quarter). 
Bears Have Shot At 
Co-Championship 
Gurry Scores 
Bridgewater received the ball (on a free 
kick) and Charlie Raimo returned the kick-off 
to the Curry 49 yard,line as the Bears seemed 
about to take ... full. control of the game~ 
However, Curry was able tC1'cause a Bear-
fumble and took over at the Bridgewater 45. 
Rumley immediately went to the air in search 
of ends John Scol1ins and Brian Forbes (both 
in the leagues top 10 receiving category) but 
came up empty. Curry .punted and 
Bridgewater took over at their 35 yard line. 
On their first play from scrimmage the Bears 
turned the baH over again (fumble) and Curry 
took advantage of this golden opportunity. 
Dave Christopher scored on a 6 yard sweep 
to the right side at 1:45 of the first period. The 
drive took seven plays (one a clutch Rumley 
to Coppola pass completion) and covered·36 
yards. Christopher scored again on the PAT 
(which followed a defensive pushing penalty 
by the Bears) and the score stood at 8-8 as the 
first quarter came to an end. 
Defensive halfback -Rich England made a 
sprawling interception to start the second 
quarter and the Bears were in business again, 
this time at the Curry 42. Scott Armstrong 
took to the air and hit Chris Tuccelli for 8 
yards and Jeff Finqn (17 catches, 293 yards, 3 
t.d.'s going into the game) for 17 more. This 
brought the ball to the Curry 25 where Paul 
Vespaziani (73 yards rushing for a 4_3 
average) slashed over the left side for 13 more 
yards. The drive stopped here, however, and 
on came Ernie Branco. Branco drilled a 36 
yarder though the uprights at 9:04 to give the 
Bears an 11-8Iead which proved to be the final 
score of the afternoon. Credit should be given 
to the offensive line during this drive as they 
gave Armstrong adequate protection and 
provided Branco with the time he needed. Jeff 
Tuller (whose blocking has been outstanding 
all year) and Phil Clough (in charge of the long 




As the scoring ended, the turnovers 
increased. The Bears stopped Curry on their 
next possession but fumbled. on the punt 
return and Curry took control at the BSC 28. 
Two plays later, Curry gave the ball right back 
to the Bears as tri-captain Gary Mace 
recovered a 'fumble on his own 27. The ball 
remained elusive as the Bears fumbled it back 
to Curry only to have Charlie Raimo (coming 
off a shoulder injury) recover a GUHY fumble 
four plays later. If you dOJ!'t· have your 
caJculator available, that's four successive 
turno,vers in a span of about three minutes. 
The Bears were forced to punt from deep in 
their own te.rritorv and Dave Hickev. came 
through with a strong 38 yard kick. Curry ( 
who almost exclusively uses the pro set) 
continued to spread o~t their offense and 
pass deep. Gary "Bingo" Buelow hooked on 
Outstanding 
Play.ers 
to a Rumley toss for his first interception of Players receiving stars for outstanding play 
the year and Bridgewater took over at their this week were: Dennis Rodrigues, Jeff 
own 8. A Scott Armstrong scamper .of 31 Tuller, Ernie Branco, Charlie Raimo, Tom 
yards pulled the Bears into scoring poition but Hisle, Don Cann, Gary Mace, Phil Clough, 
time ran out in the first half. Ray O'berg. 
Following the seunds of the Boston' Coach Pete M~~~aferro felt the key to the 
Crusaders and the selection of Homeceming game was the abilIty of the Bears to control 
Queen "77" the second half got underway_ the ball .on the gr~und (215 yards) and the 
Curry received a Bridgewater fumble at the absence of a runmng attack by Curry (~5 
Bear 30 and Steve Leach (brother of Bear yards). He lauded the kicking of Ernie Branco 
quarterback Greg) took over at quarterback· and Da~e Hickey and felt the off:nsive line ?id 
for Curry_ Leach hooked up with split end ~ good Job_ Ma~zaferrc: stated, the of(enslve 
Mike Coppola (4 catches, 55 yards)for a first hne has been Improvmg all ye,?r and that 
down. The Bear defense stiffened (a Donny makes us a well balanced team. 
Cann sack being the key play) and Curry was Coach Mazzaferro cited Charlie Raimo 
forced to try a 45 yard field goal. The kick was (key of the two interceptions) as being a "key 
too short and BSC took over_ figure" in the game. Raimo, a senior from 
Neither clubs were able to sustain a drive Marblehead, had missed the last two games 
till Donny Cann intercepted a pass and set because of a shoulder injury. If Raimo and the 
BSC up in good field position. T erecelli, rest of the secondary can repeat their 
Vespaziani, and Armstrong provided the performance against Boston State, the Bears 
offense as they br.ought the ball deep within should again force numerous turnovers. 
Curry territory. However, Curry's Bob Clark 
intercepted a Scott Armstrong pass to stop Coach Mazzaferro feels that Boston State 
BSC as turnovers continued to plague the will be big and very physicai.'1f Pat Scrima, 
Bears. Mario Luccetti was also to intercept a one .of the best q.b.'s in the league, is back, it 
pass for Curry later in this quarter, but the will be a tough game,"said Mazzaferro. 
Bear defense, led by Gary Mace,Ray O'berg, ~ Come suppert the Bears in their quest for a 
Dennis Rodrigues, and Donny Cann, stuffed ce-championship as they tangle with Boston 
any offensive attack the Colonels attempted State at Daley Field in Brighton on Saturday. 
to mount. Game time is at 1:30 and it will be broadcast-on 
WBIM Radio. Let's see BSC make it five in a 
Bridgewater began the fourth quarter in row. 
great fielc;i position (the Curry 41) and an -----------------
Armstrong to Colarusso hookup for 25 yards Bt·llt·,ngs Predl· ctS ... helped bring them into a first and goal 
situation at. the Curry 4. yard line. The ...... _____________ ---
Colonels made a tremendous goal line stand 
(stopping Colarusso 3 times and Armstrong l) 
and took over at their own goal line. Tw.o 
plays later Charlie Raime came up with a 
clutch interception and BSC was back at it. 
PREDICTION-
HSlim" Jim Billings sees the Bears as 14-13 
victors on Saturday. 
Bridgewater drove to the Curry Il before the ------------------
Colonels (seemingly on defense all day) 
sacked Armstrong on a crucial fourth down Raimo-ECAC 
situation. Billy Rumley (replacing Steve ________________ _ 
Leach) completed 3 straight passes and it 
seemed the Colonels were on their· way. 
Charlie Raimo didn't see it that way, however , 
and made an over-the-shoulder interception 
(Bridgewater's fifth) to end the Colonel drive. 
Reggie Eminowas called an to do 'some of the 
ball carrying for the Bears but was stopped 
short of a first down. Hickey boomed a punt 
and the Bears Rich England recovered the 
ball on the Curry 42. It appeared the game 
was over but the Colonels recovered a 
Bridgewater fumble on their own 48 and were 
to have one last shot. After Rumley hit Brian 
Forbes for 9 yards, Curry s~opped the clock 
(by throwing out of bounds) with 40 seconds 
left. Bridgewater's secondary, excellent 
throughout the afternoon, became glued to 
the Colonel' receivers and Gary Mace and 
Rich Harwood breke up the last passing 
attempt of Rumley's to finish the Colonels. 
-SPECIAL NOTE-
Charlie Raimo was named to the ECAC 
Division III· Weekly . Honor Roll ·for his 
outstanding performance on Saturday. 
NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE 
Mass. Maritime 6-1-0 
BRIDGEWATER 5-2-0 
Maine Maritime 4-3-0 
Nichols 4-4-0 
Boston State 3-3-1 
New Haven 3-4-0 
Curry 3-4-0 
Framingham State 2-5-0 










November 10, 1977 THE COMMENT ~ 
Bse Ends Season- Off to Harvard 
by Cheryl St. Onge 
Bridgewater State's last four field hockey 
games were crucial factors in their upcoming 
post season tournament. The first of these 
games found BSC up against Central Conn. 
BSC dominated the offense in the first half, 
but could only manage to score one goal. 
Scoring her fourth goal of the season was 
senior Sue Waletkus. The second half found 
BSC controlling the offense with Becky 
Welch scoring on a clean breakaway. This 
was all BSC needed for a 2-0 victory. BSC's 
J.V.'s were the powerhouse team in their 
game by winning with an unbelievable score 
of la-a. Lead by Jackie Fay with 3 gals, Sally 
Hoague and Gale MacAulay followed with 2 
apiece and Kathy Bush, Helen Garber, and 
Paula Hutch each netted a goal to complete 
the scoring. 
Saturday. October 29. sixth seeded 
Springfield arrived on the scene at 
Bridgewater State. Always determined to 
defeat Springfield at home, BSC played their 
best game of the season. BSC dominated the 
offensive scoring by getting a goal from Becky 
Welch in the first half. The second' half 
brought Springfield scoring two quick goals to 
take a 2-1 lead. With seconds ticking off the 
clock, Erin Egan scored to tie the game at 2-2, 
which turned out to be the final score. The 
BSC J. V.' s were handed their first loss of the 
season by Springfield with a score of 2-1. 
Scoring for Bridgewater was Helen Garber. 
Currently ranked first in New England, 
. UNH came to BSC expecting to play an easy 
game. BSC proved to be extremely tough by 
holding UNH scorele~s in the first half with 
credit going to the BSC defense. The defense 
of Bridgewater held the fort until, with only 50 . 
seconds left in the game, UNH scored a 
perfect goal. The goal came on a penalty 
corner when UNH's center forward lifted a 
high shot into the upper corner of the net to 
win by a heartbreaking score ofl-O. TheJ.V:s 
of Bridgewater bounced back from their first 
lpss of the season to wi\l bya score of 1-0. 
Sophomore Gale MacAulay scored the lone 
goal for BSC. 
The final game was .played last Sunday 
against U-Mass. Decided as an important 
game to prepare for the regionals, SSC'S 
defense rose to the occasion. Both teams 
played goaline to goaline field hockey but the 
game remained at a scoreless tie. SSC's J. V. s 
lost their second game of the season to U-
Mass by a score of I-a. 
The final record of the varsity team was six 
wins, three losses, and three ties. The J.V:s 
were 6-2-2_ The varsity team has been 
accepted in the Northeast Regional Field 
Hockey Tournament on Nov. 10,1l,12 at 
Harvard University. BSC's first game is 
against the University of Brockport on 
Thursday Nov. 10 at 9 a.m. Please support the 
team for it will be greatly appreciated. 
PUSH-INS: Finishing their last season 
playing field hockey for BSC are seniors 
Linda Quintiliani, Cheryl St. Onge, and tri-
captains, Carol Bolduc, Debbie Sampson and 
Sue Waletkus. 
Erin Egan won this week's "Meanest Face 
Award" for wearing her headband to protect 
the stiches she received in the Central Conn. 
game. 
A very special thanks. to Manager of the 
Year Helen O'Malley who is our own 'Fiddler 
on the Roof" 
And finally on behalf of the 1977 sse field 
hockey team, I would personally like to thank 
all of the students, parents, cmd fans for the 
support they gave throughoutthe season. 
"ON TO HARVARD UNIVERSITY" 
NEW HAMPSHIRE SEEDED NO.1 IN 
NORTHEAST FIELD HOCKEY 
The University of New' Hampshire has 
been named the top seed for the 1977 
Northeast Field Hockey Championships to 
be held November 10-12 at Harvard 
University as tournament. officials today 
announced the 16-team field and first-round 
pairings. 
Bse vs. Springfield 
The first eight teams of the field were 
ranked and then the first round pairings were 
established by a random draw of the 
remaining eight entries. The Northeast region 
includes New England and New York state. 
contest are set for Nov. 12 in Harvard 
Stadium. 
Springfield, seeded sixth this year, won 
both previous tournaments in 1975 and 1976. 
Southern Connecticut was runner-up in 1976 
and Maine Orono in 1975. 
First-round pairings (ranking in The regional champion and runner-up 
parenthesis) are as follows: Nov. 10 at 9 a.m., advance to the Third Annual AIAW National 
New Hampshire (1) VB. Keene (NH) State, Championships in Denver, Nov.'23-26. At the 
Yale (8) .vs. Harvard, Brockport (NY) State national level, West Chester State and 
(5) vs. Bridgewater (Ma.) State, Connecticut Ursinus, two 'Pennsylvania powerhouses, 
(4) VS. St. Lawrence. At 10:30 a.m., Colgate have finished 1-2 in both previous 
(3) vs. Oneonta (NY) State, Springfield (6) VS. championships. 
Southern Connecticut, Dartmouth (7) VS. Tickets will be available this week at each of 
Cortland (NY) State', MassachusettsAmherst the participating colleges as well as at the gate 
(2) vs. Maine-Orono. each day at Harvard's Business School Field. 
The first-round survivors meet in the Prices are Adult $2 one-day and $5 three-day, 
quarterfinals the same afternoon at 1:30 and children and college students $1.50 one-day 
3:30 .. The semifinals .are set for Nov. 11 .at and $3 thre~:day: Adv,mc::e"~tlldg~t, oI)8:day f1.:30a.m~ aridi:OOp.m, Thethird~l'jil(:egar11'e tickets on each campus are~discoi.lffl€i:1 at $1 





The 8.S.C. Men's 'Varsity Swim 
Team opened their 1977-1978 season 
against some old friends-- the B.S.C. 
swim Team Alumnae. The meet 
gave previews of, this season's 
talent, but overall was just a good 
time for everyone. Surprisingly,' 
(even with their newly developed 
sparetires), the Alumnae went on to 
win the meet by a score of 61-34. 
However, the meet was much closer 
than the score reveals. In fact, the 
varsity lost the 200 medley and 300 
free relays by less than a tenth of a 
second. 
Looking good for the team was 
Bill Auri! and Russ Clough in the 200 
td. free style. Auril also sparkled in 
the 100 yd. back stroke, where he 
took first. Another good 
performance was had by Ken 
Curran who took a first in the 100 
yd. butterfly. Steve Money put in his 
visual "par excellence", perform-
ances in both the 200 I.M. and the 
100 yd. breaststroke (his specialty). 
The 200 yd;medley relay was a we]}-
run machine with John Iannozzo, 
Steve Money, Ken Curran and Tom 
MacMasters in lane four and John 
Femino and Da~ Desmond in lane 
two. 
.Not only did the swimmers draw 
admiration, but so too diq the 
divers: John Green, John Femino 
and Dave Archibald. From the looks 
of it the team is giong places, under· 
the direction of Coach Joe 
Yeskewicz. The team' Consists of 
Co-Captains Steve Money and Bob 
Duquette; Russ Clough, Ken 
Curran, Dan Desmond, John 
Iannayzo, Ken Mierzykowski, 
John Femino,' John Green, Dave 
Archibald, Bill AuriJ, with· . Tom 
Masters. Tom Nordberg, and jack 
Masters, Tom Nordberg, and Jack 
Riordau expected to help out at the 
biginning of the semester. The 
mangers of the team are Karen 
Risas and Kathy O'Hara. 
The Bears will return to action .on 
. Saturday, Nov. 19th at the Great 
Dane Relays at Albany State 
University, New York, then will 
compete at the Boston College 
relays the next day followed by.a 
dual meet at Boston University that 
monday. 















Hats! Boots! ~ 
Used Ski Boots, Skate Sharpening, Ski 
Rentals,Ski Re1)air and Tune-Ups! 
Master Charge- BankAmericard-
i SPECIAL . Free !-::;::rformers 
~I SKIS Reg. $140.00 Now $119.95 
Fischer Azur 
Nov. 3 ... 12 Reg. $145~OO Now $119.95 H . 
cs Dyn Star . Short I Ski ~ Reg. J;!OS~~r~:~!98.00 
H . Rack Reg .. $175.00 Now $149.95' 
Annex Special on Skis, Boots, and Poles. 
I I I I § I s 




The public will have a chance to 
see how the Antrobus family of 
Excelsior, N:J. coped with the Ice 
Age of, ancient times when the 
Bridgewater State College 
Ensemble Theatre presents the 
Pulitzer-prize winning Thornton 
Wilder comedy, The Skin of Our 
Teeth," on December 1,2, and 3 at 8 
pm, in the Student Union 
Auditorium. 
The first act of the play deals with 
"troubles encountered' by the 
Antrobuses when the great glacier 
swept the country. Also, a new 
invention will be introduced to 
mankinc:i for the first time on 
opening night. The invention, 
developed by Mr. George 
Antrobus, is--·the wheel. 
Mr. Antrobus, portrayed by 
Matthew Reilly, also invented the 
lever, the alphabet, and the 
multiplication tables. 
"The Skin of Our Teeth" is a 
comedy about him, his wife (played 
by Suzanne Nadeau), his two' 
children, Henry and Gladys (played 
by Tony Vasconcellos and Susan 
Darwin), and their maid, Lily Sabina 
(Cynthia Wilcox). 
The play marks the second 
production of the 77-78 
season, following the great success 
of the recent musical comedy,"Girl 
Crazy". It also continues to 
celebrate . the 20th anniversary of 
the Drama Club at BSC recently 
renamed the Ensemble Theatre. 
Also included in the cast are John 
Tierney, David Greene, Donald 
Capen, Peter Gay, Dan Vitale, Bob 
O'Haver, Paul Healy, Allen Fleming, 
Jim Harrington, Mary Pio, Denyce 
Musial, Marianne Maloney, Michele 
Pecoraro, Breck Sullivan, Marcie 
McGee, Sandra Ross, Joyce 
Maciulewicz, Laure·Brown, Marcie 
Miles, Karen Tobin, and Elyse 
Krantz. 
Coma and see' the dinosaurs 
roam! Tickets can be reserved by 
calling 697-8321, Ext. 247. Tickets 
are $2.50 for general public, $1.50 
for Bridgewater State College Staff 
and Students. 
The Ensemble Theatre will 
present its first Horace Mann 
Production of the 1977-78 season on 
November 17 & 18 in Horace Mann 
A.uditorium at 7:30 p.m. " 
Originally entitled W.O.M.AN., 
the play has been renamed 'What 
Ever Happened To Adam's" Rib?", 
='Ind was entirely written by the cast 
and Director Steve Martin. 
A unique theatrical experience, it 
deals with entirely with women's 
problem, happiness, and just about 
everything else. It has been written 
and will be pre?ented entirely from a 
woman's point of view. Although it is 
entertainment for everyone! 
Admission is free and it is urged 
for all B.S.C. staff & students, as 
'well as the General Public, to attend 
this evening of drama, comedy, and 
some very tender moments. 
Choral Society 
Concert Review 
The Bridgewater. Choral Societ), 
gave a splendid performance of 19t1: 
and 20th Century music on Oct. 2C 
in the Student Union Auditorium. 
The Americana Singers, directed by 
Dr. M. Asselin and accompanied ai 
the piano by Mrs.J. Knudson 
ppened the concert by rendering a 
mixture of happy and sad flIk songs 
titled "Some Laughter, Lome Tears" 
(Adler, 1971). Next the Woman's 
Glee Club sang FelixM~ndel· 
ssohn's trio "Lift Thine Etes" from 
"Elijah". While the technical delivery 
was quite correct, the polyphony 
sounded a bit unblalnced, with the 
altos overpowering the sopranos. (l 
realize that the . acoustics of this 
quditorium put some constraints on 
such music). Bortnio~ky's 
"Cherubic Hymn" revealed clearly 
all the muances intended in that 
hymn and expressed the marvelous 
range and self-dixcipline that the 
young woman have qcquired in theri 
choral training under Dr. Asselin. 
Returning to Mendelssohn, the 
Women's Glee Club accompnied by 
Dr. Johnstone afthe organ, brought 
the first half of the concert to a close 
by a firm rendition of "Laudate Pueri 
Dominum". 
The second half of the concert 
ppened with the" artistry of 
Professor Henry Santos at the piano 
~ His interpretation of liThe Dying 
Poet" by L.M. Gottschalk was 
moving and technically well 
delivered. Perhaps the most 
intimate moments of the concert 
. came next when the Chamber 
Singers, under Dr. T. Davidovich's 
direction, sang. six folk songs by 
Johannes Brahms. To hear Td 
enter your garden' wung with great 
enter your garden • sung with 
great discipline and feeling was 
truely rewarding to us all. The 
fianl number of the concert was 
Brahms' "Schicksalslied" ("Song of 
Destiny") sung by the Chorale 
w.ith piano, bass and timpani 
accompaniment. Here too the 
piano and the combined voiCes 
and soloists under Dr. Davidovich 
interpretaed will the dark and 
gloomy Brahms at '''suffering, 
sorrowing blindly, from one brief 
hour to another". 
This was a successful evening for 
the performing arts at Bridgewatr 
althour-h one would hope that more 
members of the "College 
Community" would come to enjoy 
serious music here and would 
encourage the efforts of our young 
singers taught by our own fine 
faculty members. 
Vahe M. Marganian, Ph.D. 




by Doug Schorr 
The Amazing Kreskin, veteran of 
75 appearances on the Johnny 
Carson Show, appeared at BSe on 
Monday night. Kreskin, a graduate 
of Seton Hall University, put his 
mental and extrasensory powers on 
display for a sell-out crowd of more 
than 1,000 people. 
He began with 15 minutes of 
humor. After the laughter subsided, 
Kreskin proceeded to intertwine 
three solid rings without, leaving a 
mark or crack on any of the rings. 
Kreskin said, '1 am not a psychic, 
or occultist, a fortune teller, nor 
even a mind reader. I am neither a 
medium 'nor a hypnotist. I am a 
"Scientific Investigator." 
He proceeded to guess a handful 
of cards in two different student's 
hands. Dan Elliott, one of the. 
participants, was completely baffled 
when Kreskin guessed all of the nine 
cards in his hand. He was heard .to 
exclaim, '1 don't believe itl" 
Before a IS-minute intermission, 
four members of the audience his 
Kreskin's paycheck. When he came 
back on stage,. it took him only five 
minutes to find·the check hidden in 
an usher's flashlight. ' 
The second half of the 
performance was devoted to 
hypnotizing volunteers from the 
audience and having them do 
outrageous things. One member of 
this group was so powerless that he 
couldn't remember his name. By the .. 
way, the student's name was Steve 
Gray-one of the members of the 
Student Union Program 
Committee-sponsors of the event. 
Another subject couldn't stop 
shaking hands because "his hands 
V{o\lldn't let go~" 
, All in all, it was an evening well 
spent for a reasonable price. 
Students paid 50¢ while the public 
paid $1.25. 
"Star Bars" 
by Doug Schorr 
The Student Union Ballroom was 
the site of a most entertaining 
evening on' Saturday night of 
Homecoming weekend." "Star 
Bars,'" a presentation of the S.U. 
Program Committee, was a 
confirmation of success and lived up 
to its expectations. 
It was billed as a nightclub with a 
futuristic atmosphere" and featured 
Naked Truth, .an exceptionally 
versatile eight-piece band. The 
ballroom was decorated to 
resemble a discotheque, with the 
. only difference being that a live band 
GO. " 
BANANAS! ~!!!!JrH E FUN STOR E~~-. 
Selling:. army & navy goods 
• camping supplies 
• work clothes & shoes 
• war surplus 
• jeans tops & more! 
At crazy discount prices 
go ... 
... 4II-'dlol & I
566 FOREST AVE. 
BROCKTON.MA 
MPIII,Open 9 am -9 pm 
Sat lOam - 6 pm 
next to Brest Auto 
Bob Sharples looks on as Kreskin points to location 0/ the mysterious 
"UG-4." 
performed, with disco between their 
sets. 
Alcoholic beverages and 
munchies were· served at the event, 
and they helped to add an extra 
dimension to the Star Bar. In fact, 
Sta:r Bars was so professionally run, 
that an outsider could have 
mistaken the Ballroom for a singles 
bar·like Uncle Sam's! 
The event sold out quickly on the 
first day that tickets went on sale. 
The demand for tickets was such 
that the $2 tickets were being 
scooped up at \lP to five dollars. 
Naked Truth performed music 
for everyone's tastes. They played 
music by Chicago, the Beatles, the 
Rolling Stones, Boz Scaggs, and a 
few of the disco artists currently on 
the charts. Songs that showed their 
wide spectrum of music were, 
"Saturday In the Park," 'What Is 
Hip?", "Sergeant Pepper's Lonely 
Hearts Club Band," "Drive My Car ," 
"Brown Sugar," '11's Alright," and 
"Stand Tall," just to name a few. 
The most amazing thing to me 
was the fact that this band played 
the Beatles and Chicago as well as 
disco·· their main forte. 
The Student Union Program 
Committee deserves accolades for 
arranging. the "Star Bars." It turned 
out to be and entertainig and 
enjoyable evening for all. 
Coming Events 
On November 16th the Student 
Union Program Committee will 
present the Apple Hill Chamber 
Players. The performance will be set 
in an atmosphere at a "theater-in-
the-round". The performaners are a 
resident group from New 
Hampshire. They have introduced 
breath takingt:1ew life into chamber 
music, including the works of 
Beethoven, Mozart and Brahms. 
The evening will be sure to bring a 
different light of music to the 
Bridgewater campus-·a style which 
can be enjoyed by all who attend. 
The performance is at 8:00 on 
stage in the Student Union 
auditorium. Tickets are 50q: for 
B.S. C. community and $2.00 for the 
general public. 
Be sure to look for the upcoming 
Fine Arts. events: November-· 
Christine' Von Dohln, an 
improvisational acting show in the 
Rathsk~ller.An Italian buffet is $2.75 
without a meal ticket, and FREE 
with a meal ticket (5-6:30 p.m.). 
December 7 New England Harp 
trio "the evening will celebrate 
Christmas and set a holiday mood. 
Art Gallery·-a pleasant surprise i~ 
coming very shortly. Be sure tD.sto}: 
up as you may see yours~lf. The 
exhibit will consist of . candk 
potography shots of fello~ 
classmates. Yours may be one. . 
. -
BARKS & BUBBLES 
"805 Broad St. 
East Weymouth 
Dog Grooming and Bathing 
All Breeds 
:~;i:~::::::T:h;~:::Lii;:;~;~:::::s:~:i::~:~::::::'C:I~b::::::::':::::! 
t would like to thank the Bridgewater Knights ofm\ 
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CRAZY DISCOUNT PRI· " 
CES WITH SCHOOL 
OR COLLEGE 1.0. 
go ... 
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'A two man show of printing, print, drawing and sculpture by Vincent 
Di Mattia and Edward ,Jankowski. Through December 2 at the 
Bridgewater State College Art Building. 
November 9 
Little R~scals Films-Rathskeller 5:15 p.m. 
November 10 
Disco in the Ra t 7:00 p.m. 
~ovember 11 
Peter Phillips at the Chameleon CC;;ffe House 
November 12 
Childrens Film; i'Mouse and the Mayflower" at 2:00 p.m. in the SU 
November 14 
Band in the Rat 7:00 p.m. 
November 15 
Foyer Entertainment 11:00-1:00, Rathskeller, 5:00-7:30 
'lovember 16 
Apple Hill ChClmber Players SU Auditorium 8:00 p.m. 
November 17 
"What Ever Happen~d to Adam's Rib?" BSC Ensemble Theatre's firC"' 
Hor~ce.Mann productIon of the season: Nov. 17-18 at 8 pm in the 
~:l/-ht()n,,'m 
! .,.ovember 17 
. Filmd;b"Lord of ~he ~lies" 7:00 p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall 
,ente y the Sociology Club ) 
November 18 
Disco in the Rat 
November 18 
David Maclean at the Chameleon Coffehouse at 8 p.m. 
November 19 
Coffeehouse in the Formal Dining Room 8:00 p.m. 
November 19 
Band in the Rat 8:00 p.m. 
December 1 
BSC Ensemble Theatre will present Thornton Wilder's Skin of Our 
Teeth at 8 p.m. in the S.U. Auditorium through December3. Tickets 
~1.50 for BSC students ann staff. $2_50 for all others. 
December 5 
The Etched Surface, a gr~up showing featuring diverse techniques of 
etching at the BSC Art Gallery through December 22. 
December 7 
the New England Harp Trio, consisting of members of ~!ie Boston 
Symphony Orchestra. The perfor'mance will be at 8 p. m. in the 
Al1clitorium .. , "0 f~" BSC students,$2 for the general pblic. 
Events Outside the 
Bridgewater Area 
Current 
The American Uream hy ..:.dward Albee at Meetinghouse Theatre -
2afe. Albee's hiiariQusly perceptive one-act view of an atypical day inthe 
ife of a typical American family, presented in Coffeehouse-Theatre 
:ormat (coffee and refreshments seved before arid after the 
Jerformance.) Wednesday through Saturday evenings at 9:00 p.m. 
~dmissi(;m for all performances, $3.00/ (A.T.S. vouchers accepted as full 
'tdmission. Runs through Sat., Nov. 12. Phone: (617) 227-8157. 
Current 
The Tri,~i~y Square Repat~ry Compan.y presents George Kelly's "The 
Show-Off In the Company s Downstairs Theatre. Performances are 
!uesday~ through Sundays at 8 p.m. through Nov. 20. For more 
'nformatIOn. call (401) :=lfil-4242. 
November 12 
The Brockton Community School Playhouse will present an evening 
of One Act Plays. The trio of plays consist of "The Marriage Proposal", 
'The Ugly Duckling" and "Sorry, Wrong Number". Performances will be 
Nov. 12 at 8 p.m. and Nov. 13 at 2:30 p.m. at the Hancock School on . 
Pearl St. in Brockton and Nov. 19 & 20 at the Gilmore School on Clinton 
St. in Brockton. All are invited to attend. Call the Brockton Commumity 
School program for further details at 588-5026. 
November 12 
Queen at the Boston Garden at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7.50 and $8.50 at 
the box ?ffice. Out of Town, Ticketron, and Strawberries_ 
November 12 
Webster Le~is and The Post Pop Space Rock BeBop Gospel 
Tabernacle Chorus and Orchestra in concert. Tickets are $4.00-Limited 
number of student Tickets $2.50. Jordan Hall, New England' 
Conservatory 8 p.m. 
-November 12 
An Evening with George Benson at the Shapiro Gymnasium, Brandeis 
University, 7:30 p.m.Tickets $7.00 in advance. $8.00 at door at Brandeis 
Student Service Bureau, Ticketron, Strawberries, Popcorn, Out-of: 
town. 
November 13 
Ray Devoll, tenor in recital. A performance of Benjamin 'Holy Sonnets 
of John Donne; also songs of Donandy, Schubert, and Faure. Jordan 
Hall, New England Conservatory, 8 p.m. 
November 14 ' 
An Art Exhibition by Walter Pashko, faculty member at the School of 
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, will be held at Framingham State 
College, College Center Gallery, November 14 through December 2. 
This exhibition features very. modern contemporary paintings and 
. drawings. The exhibit is open to ,the public. No admission charge. 
,Bse 
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Afro-Am ~ -9 \ 
Society 
Lecture 
On Monday, November 14, the 
~fro-American Society will present 
:l lecture by Sam Greenlee, from 
1:00 to 3:00 p.m. in the Library 
_ecture Hall. There will be a film and 
~ap session accompanying the 
ecture. Admission is free. All 
nembers of the college community 
:ire invited to attend_ 
Sam Greenlee, author of The 
Spook Who Sat by the Door, has 
:rowded more activities into his first 
4-0 years than many people 
experience in a lifetime. Born in 
Chicago, he calls himself a "second 
generation immigrant" from the 
Deep South. '1 received a non-
education in Chicago ghetto non-
schools and played catch-up at 
three universities: Wisconsin, 
Chicago and Thassalonikki. I speak 
fluent Greek and Indonesian/Malay 
and enough Arabic, French and 
Italian to order a meal and argue 
with taxi drivers." 
Mr. Greenlee received a degree in 
Political Science from the University 
of Chicago, then served as a foreign 
service officer with the United 
States Information Agency. He was 
given the Agency's Meritorious 
-Service Award for his activities 
during the 1958 Baghdad Revolution. 
After 8 years in places like Iraq, 
East Pakistan, Indonesia and 
Greece, 'he resigned from the 
U.S.LA. in 1965 and began to devote 
full time to creative writing. During 
the next three years, he wrote three 
,novels and a three-act play, and 
published five short stories. 
Returning to Chicago in 1968, Mr. 
Greenlee became the Deputy 
Director of a non-profit civil rights 
organization devoted to the 
breakdown of segregated housing 
patterns. He is now teaching 
writing new works, . working o~ 
short stories and poetry for young 
readers and lecturing arGund the 
country .. His first volume of poetry 
was entitled BLUES FOR AN 
AFRICAN PRINCESS (Third 
World Press). His recent volume, 
AMMUNITION, about which it has 
been' said " ...... this then is an 
orchestra showing Greenlee to be 
sufficiently mired in the lore and 
reality of his people to articulate 
poems that magnify both 
deceptions impinging· upon their 
reality as well as . mapping 
vicissitudes of a toughness buoying· 
up their ~~ves...... this is live, oral 
poetry ..... 
His novel, THE SPOOK WHO 
SAT BY THE DOOR, has been· 
made into a major motion picture, 
co-produced by Mr. Greenlee. 
When it was first published in Great 
Britain in 1969, SPOOK .. received 
Looking for a Christmas gift for that hard-to-please person in your life? 
You know how is is with Texans. Well, Texas department stores are 
2xactly the same way. Two posh Texas stores, Nieman Marcus and 
Sakowitz, have ben holding a competition; seeing who can outdo whom 
:n offering absolutely outrageous Christmas gifts for those who don't 
need them. Sakowitz wins hands down this year with, would you believe 
:i real live flying saucer shaped Hovercraft. The aircraft seats six, cruise~ 
3t 325 miles per hour, and according to the catalogue, is "perfect for 
traveling around large ranches." If you want one, be prepared to write a 
Texas-sized check for $1,125,000 (dollars). 
Twenty-two year old former porno star Marilyn Chambers ha~(" 
announced that she is becoming a corporation --literally, Bui she wO.n'f' I'\' I" 
be sending out a pound of flesh to each stockholder. Chambers plans fo 
issue two-hundred-thousand shares of herself at $2-a-share. "I would like 
hundreds to get a piece of me," Marilyn explained. And just last 
Christmas it was pet rocks. 
It seems that when it comes to French insurance policies, mice are as 
important as elephants. Three years ago, a family of field mice decided 
that their grassy home wouldn't do for the hard winter ahead. So they 
promptly took shelter in the en'gine of Fiancos Touze's shiny new Fiat 
130. The fieldmice, however, soon discovered that their new home had 
some serious disadvantages. When Miseur T ouze started his engine and 
drove his Fiat down the driveway; one of the mice was caught in the 
cooling system, and effectively, blocked the engine' valves with. muse 
power. Miseur T0l!ze then sent his expensive repair bill off to his 
insurance company. But the firm refused to pay up. They sadi they would 
have paid if an elephant had trampled the car from th1e outside, but they 
wouldn't pay for mouse damage on the inside. Consequently, the 
unhappy Fiat owner took his insurance company to court and won. 
Mice, it seems, are as dangerous as elephants. 
Hey, wanna make allota money? How about investing in a madcap 
scheme to raise the Titanic? High Times magazine reports that three 
West German businessmen are trying to raise $21.5 million, so they can 
recover the $212.5 million worth of diamonds that sank along with the iII-
fated ocean liner. The men have formed a company called Titanic-
Tresor, and have already spent more than $100,000 on legal fees, 
research and other overhead. They're asking investors for a minimum of . 
500 per cent. A Swedish salvage firm has tentatively agreed to try to raise 
the ship, but first she has to be found. When last seen, she was off the 
coast of southern Newfoundland. 
One cold and boring night last December in Dallas, WFAA radio host 
Dick Syattdeddecl to have. a little fun~ And so he-started Hotline.- the 
hottest dating game in Texas. The program is simple -a person calls in, is 
given a code number, and then goes on the air to describe him or herself 
and the type of man or woman she or he would like to meet. Those 
listeners who are interested call the radio station and ask for the first 
name and phone number ofthe person just on the air. Does it work? You 
bet. Teens and grandparents, men and women, students, deaning ladies, 
businessman and nurses phone in from all over Texas. They want some 
one to talk to and they get just that - they're now averaging 20 calls each. 
A few, says Host Syatt, sound as ifthey had towels st!Jffed up their noses, 
or want to go out with someone who looks exactly like Robert Redford. 
But 15 hotline couples have gottem married in the past eleven months, 
and Syatt has lost count of those who are engaged. .. . , 
Someone has' been stealing the ReverandMinich's organ pipes. 
Officials at the University of Miami think that an 'enterprising student is 
turning the pipes into "hongs" to use in smoking marijuana. So far, 14 of 
the pipes, ranging from three·and-a-half feet to the size of a cigarette 
holder, have been removed from the campus' Episcopal chapel. The 
Reverend Minich said he'd been told that ~Y using the pipes as a bong, a 
pot smoker "could inhale an extra strong dose". Is nothing sacred? 
If you were going to trap a big,bad wolf in the Canadfan wilds, what 
would you use as bait? A thick Caribou steak? Or perhaps a half-frozen 
fur trader? Scientists of the Canadian Wildlife Service were presented 
with exactly that problem, .and came up with an answer you wouldn't 
believe. They found that the wolf is most attracted to perfume-
specifically, Chanel Number Five .. Although the bait might be a trifle 
expensive, it does reduce the trapping and killing of other, non-comercial 
animals. lronicall, those wolves are trapped so that they can be made into 
high-fashion wolf coats which·ladies buy for $600 to $700,-to wear with 
Chane'! Number Five. . 
See you Roundaboutr 
ilieBookclfueYeM~Md&om~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ both the London Times and the , i; 
lond.on Telegraph., When published ,. 
in the United States, it was reviewed : 
by the Los Angeles Sentinel, as "one· 
of the most compelling books in thE~ 
country today"; and by thE~ 
Milwaukee Courier as an excursion 
into a man's dreams of 
freedom ..... .It sould· not embitter 
YOll or hang you up, it should inspire 
you:" FL YlNG PIZZA 
Telephone 697-8631 
, Bridgewaterdeliuery' only 
7VO ~f/cH 
::TACK )::"".t/iS/l. ~~I Tuesdov-Sunday 5:OCJ..11 :00 
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Classi/ieds 
for sale 
Quality guitars of all brands ranging from $40· 
$140, 12 and 6 string folk and classical, steel 
and nylon. Call Marci 697·7832, also if you 
have a used guitar you don't want sell it to me! 
Special 12 string regent $100. 
wanted 
I need the adress and phone number of thE 
Montessori school in East Bridgewater! BOl< 
272 Pope Hall BSC. 
services 
"Come unto me all ye that labour and are 
heavy laden, and I will give you rest, Take m~ 
yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am mee~ 
and lowly in heart; and ye shall find rest untc 
your souls. For my yoke is easy, and 01) 
burden is Iighl N Jesus Christ. 
INVITATIONS ETCETERA Great holiday 
gift idea. Personalized stationary for friends 
and family. Order now aM beal holiday rush. 
X·mas cards also. Quality with a DISCOUNT. 
Carol Savas 344-9377. 
housing 
Young married BSe couple seek small house 
or apart ment to rent in Bridgewater or nearby. 
PledSe call Phil or Jan at 545-3183. 
lost and found 
Lost, one ring with black and white pearls, [will 
give a reward for the ring, for it has sentimental 
value, and I will be more than happy to pay for 
its full price if I could get it back again, Please 
return it. Richard Keen, 
ride/riders 
Ride needed from Bridgewater to Avon vicinity 
on M-W--F- after 3:00, Will help with gas, 
Call Maureen at 586·3535, 
personals 
Happy 18th Claire! We definately have to 
celebrate this one. Party Hardy! It's all legal 
now! With love from an old friend, 
Teddy Bear~l.t is a law of human Life as certain 
as gravity; To live fully,we must learn to use 
things -and love people, not love things and 
"USE" people. Sori,eonewho cared, 
To Kris in Wood! Welcome back! Glad you 
moved in though I'm not sure I can stand the 
corruption. Hope I can help to make your last 
year a good one. Your roomie, 
To Tiger, Is cow·tipping the cure for being too 
hyper? La-La·La! 
Marlboro Man, there is only one word that can 
describe you, HUNK! The Sex Maniac. 
Shawn,you're adorable. Beware of girls who 
throw paper at you in the Union. They're not 
good for your health, Dana, 
To TWG·seen any boys scared by screams 
lately? You are definitlysick but that'sO.K. it's 
good for laughs, By the way do you make a 
habit of going into places by the way of fire 
escapes? (I bet you do) I wonder if I'll get more 
red geraniums? Hope SQ, Hope it goes great 
with you and you know who' Luv ya HS6. 
Beautifel blue eyes it's our secret. 
Dear guys from Canada:We're a couple of girls 
from Mass who have been to Canada and we 
never saw anything worth pursuing, Why don'l 
you prove us wrong, Signed a couple 9f colc 
units, 
Dear Jack, Sorry this is so late but Happ: 
B(rthda!,'! I hope it was your best one yet 
When you celebrate you do it with class 
LOWENBRAU1' Cookie_ 
Julie Sorry for the gross time but the magic 
cookies weren't too bad were they? Next time 
make a double batch. Sorry Donald turned out 
to be a fag but we still love you and we know 
who you love! GF A Sand L 
Sue: You're a "conehead" in more ways than 
one. I enjoyed the concert Thrus, night, even 
though you were my "company·. You were 
about as warm as a dead fish, and I wish you 
the same fate, Thank God,ldidn't spend the 
rest homecoming with you, ·your ex·? 
Thanks to all those tvho helped build the Wood 
Dorm float. 
P,M, Here is no, 3. If this doesn't work who 
knows what will. I have not gotten mail for a 
few days. I sure would love some, Me 
To Frank DiCristaffaro, You handsome devil! 
What about our night in Cape .Cod??? Love. 
The sexy girls at the office, 
Thurs. Nite dead again ... The Shot 
. contest..,1'm in the mood", .. We're still alive at 
80 ... Wow Pumpkin died at 86 ... Wow 
Blackmail Cookie what a riot. The fire drill 
interupts at 90. Lets go dance in the hall. The 
crowd turns into a mob of animals,.,Cheryl's 
responsible, Who's under the car kicking 
peoples ankles? Not I said the Fly(munchkin 
power!), Let's go back inside and cheat and 
say we drank 100 shots, What happened to the 
tiger? Did she tum into a pup? She's resting 
with one of her B.F:s. Bye from your 
Responsible Friend Sammy, 
Any students who are Cross Country 
SJ.ders of Intermediate or Advanced 
Ability and interested in teaching part 
time this snow season please con tad 
Miss Shirley Krasinski Kelly Gym, Phone 
Ext. 328 or 697-8522. 
To Mary and Paula-·Once more around in the 
teacher's chair_ Hope it's better than you both 
planned, But cheer UP. Christmas is coming 
sooner than you think. HAVE FUN!!!JO and 
HH 
To Easy, the Pink Panther strikes again: Do 
you want a lift? Hiya, Hiya. Do you wanna 
dance, yawn. Action·where? Do you have a 
rhyme? Try Dial·a-friend. Ouch,l thought you 
said your dog didn't bite. Not now Kato, 
Apple Jack. Yeah, Later, MUCH!!! 
Billy G. (U-B 308) Well, here it is, your first 
very own personal··no bigger but I promised 
and I never let a friend down!! You're a hot .-. 
and hope to party together soon. Where's my 
personal? Buzz ··F,H, 303 
To ·the Canadians: Where have you been all 
my life? I've been searching but not finding. 
Maybe we could get it together. The next 
move is yours!!!!··Luscious L 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SAL! 
Excellent weekend. Fun on Friday night-· 
bombed Saturday afternoon, Star Bar good 
time. DISCO ROCKY--go ahead, Wally. 
don't be sad please. Donna had boogie fever. 
Anne Marie where's J.L.? I had fun, too, . 
buzzed out. More good times to follow,·-until 
then. Diana Ross 
Wally--have you ever had your own personal? 
Well, if not, here it is. Thanks, you're a good· 
bicycle repairman, and a neat friend to spend 
afternoons watching T.V. (and you hardly 
iaughed when I spilled my tray.-thanks.}'Tm 
out of here. H A friend. 
Happy Birthday Love! It's been two great 
years. We, ve had our share of crescendos 
and decrescendos, but in the end you've 
always made me happy. I'm glad I have a 
shoulder to cryan. 
To P,M.--Here it is--now where is mine? I 
didn't paralyze your hand-sorry to hear it. But 
they say writing letters is good therapy. Try it. 
16 EI, T2. How was your weekend, Slim? I 
hope you didn't eat ice cream.--Me 
2:00 a.m·-Wake up, Kath! You have an 
unexpected guest. Get Sheil up, Kevin, 
Stevie's not too hungry. Windy Ridge at 3:00 in 
a bathrobe··Large O.J. please! Rolling a tire 
across the street, playing "Pic" on Boyden 
Lawn at 4:00. Let's give some "EARS TO THE 
DEAF". What, I can't hear you!! I said, "GET 
IN 11iE. CAR!!" If we can remember-·we'll 
never forget·· 
To whom it may concern: Those who get 
wasted all the time waste everyone else's time. 
Shape up or you11 blow up. Please hold your 
liquor, noone else can do it for you. 
Sloe Gin-·Sorry for being such a grouch these 
past couple of weeks during a time of school 
and personal problems, Thanks for being so 
understanding and .patient. You're one in a 
million, Your roomie--
To Barb: Welcome back to the 
campus!!Your friends have missed you and 
wfi!'re looking forward to good times ahead. 
Congratulations on your A. Sec.3·wood 
To Pee-Wee, Sunday night ... everything's 
beautifuL"corn's beautiful. .. T.P. is 
beautifuLtheS€ flowers are beautifuL.your 
roommates are beautiful (aren't they?) Stop 
throwing the lettuce!! Sliding down the chair 
and rolling your eyes. Passing out. Help me, 
I'm so confused. Signed, Misty. 
Mike-·Have a Happy 19th Birthday!!! Too Bad 
you're not Canadian!!! Have fun and don't get 
too wasted. Love, Ann, Denise and Robin. 
To the Long Pond All Nighters Part 2: 
Hey you know .. .Indians don't get canoes 
stuck, diving off a dock is refreshing, bumper 
pool is easy to learn, intercoms are great for 
dirty jokes, beers go down smooth in the 
morning, keys are a necessity for "hic" gas 
stations, Sunday naps are a definate must, Hey 
you know, we're a swinging kind of groupl 
loa very speclat person at 1;; Uamals ~t. 
Nance and Robin: Think we should join the 
Maharisha Yogurt? Don't you think I like 
wearing a raincoat to bed, Nance? Robin, 
count the cars".1 swearl've quit smoking!!Had 
a great weekend with you guys, we'll have to 
do it again soon·bzzzz. 
John· Where was my drink Saturday night? 
Did you put it down for me? Oh by the way, 
you dance good for a baseball player. Signed 
D.S. 
Susan(Homecoming Queen) Darwin. The first 
time I saw you I could not contain this 
something inside which drives me insane, 
{our cheery smile and sparkling-ey.es·every 
time I see them myhearttrulysighs.E~chdayI 
will always make sure to include a vision of 
your loveliness and great pulchritude. 
Sincerely and forever yours-J.E.G, 
Micheal:(That name has class) Happy 
Birthday one day early! Your birthday is such a 
national holiday·they even give us the day 
off.,.Don't forget to save me a piece of 
cake ... Get psyched for spaghetti dinner. 
Happy Birthday Morn! Love ya Mona. -----------------
[0 Pigeon and B,S.: Thanks for not cramping 
To the girl with the colorful cast: Sorry but I 
don't date Larry chicks-the words out on you 
sweetheart. Besides 1 don't like chicks who's 
noses are five feet in the air. Why don't you 
grow up. Signed Paul B in Enlish at three. 
To the Wiz your a hot ticket stay cool and be 
good, Luv ya you know who, 
mr style, We could have danced all night, 
Yawn! Are you our speed? Are you ready for 
action? (It's hard to come by.) B,S. the man in 
the moon says Happy Birthday. Don't forget 
Jial-A-Friend(nothing else works) Don't mess 
with the Bridgewater Mafia, if you can't take 
the humor, C & E. 
Tommy: Who wrote this personal? Was it 
P S I · I 0 12k till th written by a Lefty? Who wrote that Halloween 
.. - mIss you 'so. ny wee s e I W'll fi'? Wh Id ~RODEONI W ·ti f tl db' cod note. I you ever gure It out, a cou 
YFL -S ~I t ng pa len y an emg g 'lave done it? Isn't it frustrating? Who did it? 
,your c 0 z. . oqot me. How about her? How about him? 111 
never tell. But, do I really know? Confused? Russ:Thanxs for a fun weekend, if you ever 
decide to· dance under the spotlight 
remember, to watch out for the , .. 1 The weird p.M.--·Write!! Just in case you forget, here is a 
reminder, There may be more so read on, Me. one. 
To Joyce in 87: I hope I was of some help to you 
Jo, Happy B·Day·Hope you had a nice during your first days here. I also wish you 
weekend·looking forward to this one. Yours ::lood luck the rest of the year!! Diane 
Truly. 
Rick N:I would like to know if you wear a 
haimet to bed every night? Signed you r secret 
admirer, 
Charlie, Did you hear the music from the 
vents, I mean closet I thought I was dieing. You 
should of told me it was the TU You frightened 
me. But since you authorized it's O.K. BBE-
BN-OD. Ralph, 
Johnny P·Happy 19th to my buddy (who J 
don't see much of anymore) Hope it's the best 
ever! Love blue eyes. 
To TWG:this weekend was something else 
huh? OOH ·that car. You and Tom I mean .. , 
. me and Steve·a situation not to hard to take. 
Dear Alpha Brothers: Congratulations tq you 
on your efforts to preserve the tradition of 
"Homecoming Queen", Having been in a few 
oeauty contests myself, well, praise the lord, 
'v~· never seen any harm in such things. I'm 
also glad to see that there are still a few people 
..vho still know what the term "Homecoming 
QUEEW REALLY ..means!! God Bless,Anita 
B. 
Donald, 1074 miles & 4 years. A long way, A 
long time, Let's make it dynamite. Remember, 
0abe, written words are the o~ly kind now, We 
all have to do thing s we don't like, ( Aren't I 
living without you?) This weekend waS great! 
Sorry for the scare,. ,just goes to show you.AIl 
my love, Andrea P,S. Mushy enough??? 
We1[ have to do it again real soon!!!TS for J 
and M they'll get over it. Love ya HS6. fo: Mikie and Ed- Late as usual, partying 
around the table again, HapPY' Birthday Jeff, 
To Mary and Paula-Once more around in the "Jack the pumpkin,H alphabet games, 
teacher's chair. Hope its better than you both :hristmas carok 
planned, But cheer UP. Christmas is coming Christmas caroling down Main St" "Let's go to 
sooner than you think, Have fun!! JD-HH. the Coffeehouse," stargazing, party at Wood, 
Kane, Dave, John, Brian, Pete--Remember qOops, everybody's in bed!" "Let's bake a 
Boston!! Palm reading? Brother John didn't To ~ee Wee, Sunday night".everythings cake," midnight breakfast, ·Southern 
need to be carried thru HS. Could've walked beautifuL .. TP is beautifuL .. corns Comfort," "You hit me once more, and .,." 
Kana, at least you didn't get ina fight that time. beautiful...these flowers are beautiful.. your 'Where's the swings?", another late night at 
(Ha Ha--I found outt!!) Thanks for a terrific roomates are beautiful (aren't they?) Stop Kingswood. Signed, Mushroom. 
time. Can't wait for next time!! Love you all, ' throwing the lettuce! Sliding down the chair __ -,-_____________ _ 
El. and rolling your eyes. Passing out. Help me, To the Great 'Pretenders: Good game you 
DOUG: Get out of bed and quit "Snapping 
it." John Anderson has a sore throat!!!. 





Classified 'Ad Form 
W4N1ED 
Mike·Have a Happy Birthday! To bad your not 
Canadian! Have fun and don't get to wasted. 
LOve Ann, Denise, and Rabun, 
\
. DAVID. Three guesses not Moe, not Larry, 
"., and not C;:urly! YuH:, Yuk, Yuk 
•• i •• •••••••• , •• ', •••••••••••• ' ••••••••••• To whom it may concern;Those who get 
Not by works of righteousneSs which we have wasted all the time waste everyone else's time. 
done. but according to his mercy he saveq us, Shape up or you'll blow up. Please hold your 
by the washing of regeneration. and renewing, liquor no one else can do it for you. 
Andy·. I hope your brain gets better but don't 
worry-,,!11 save youIN Get psyched for next 
year. This year the semi·finals -next year the 
championship! Thanx for letting me on the 
team ( and WHAT a team!) It was great! Your 
teammate, Karen. 
Dear MWTPH .. Here is your personal. It is not 
obscene, because then it would not get 
printed. The real obscene personal is hidden 
somewhere on my person-you will have to 
search for it! And once again, you've pulled me 
through another one of those rough times; 
hopefully, the last one for a long while. 1 know 
things will come to an eventual end··what 
doesn't? So let's enjoy what time we do have 
together. Love ya, H.L. (This does not stand 
for what it used to. You11 find out the new 
meaning when you find that personal!!) . 
LOST & FOUND 
RIDE/RIDERS 
OTiHER~ __________________________ ~ ________ __ 
AdlorNdasfol1ows: __ ~ _______ - ____ ----------
c~ au frtlel«;CiI studctnts 
facu1ty, Ito/!. end ~ro'ioI'I of esc. 
For ell othfrrl. rota ~ '1.50 per column im;h, 
~~M: ________________ ~ ____ ~~ __ • ________ ~ ________ _ 
A~: ____________ ~ __________ ~ __ ~ _____ ~ ______ ~ 
r~QmqI.I"tencloS4!d: _, ______ , ____________________ _ 
of the Holy Ghost; For by grace are ye saved . ____ ""' .. _=_:----------_~ 
through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is David-I'm glad we had the chance to meet, I 
the gift 6f yod Not of works, lest man should guess it is true what they say about Italian 
, boast. physical Ed, Majors who like strawberry 
.......;---------------- sundays from McDonalds. Hope to see you 
Sat. Nite Live ... Homecoming, so much again soon. Diane 
work .. ,X-mas tree bandit is made Queen. The 
family remembers. 1st party will be Thursday· Paul,. it's one o'clock, why aren't you up? Are 
hope to see all! The King was here this wkend you afraid to answer the door in the middle of 
in a 3 piece straight jacket. The Turkeys are the night. What could three ~irls do? Open 
hurting this year, Kenster are you gonna play your eyes, your hair is beautiful. Save me a 
hoop? I wonder how Palenaude and France dance, I don'! believe this. Why me? We love 
are getting along. Mike L sends regards to all. yciu, Isn't it great to be popular? Three 
W S H K A L S T 0 restless wanderers. (Sorry we disturbed you. 
-------------- Steve) 
To Diana, M.T,M., and the whole gang·· _______________ _ 
Thanks so much for the great B·day!! You To the Long Pong All Nighters ·Part One· Hey, 
really had me worried for awhile·Thanks again you know .. ,twister Ciln be dangerous, not only 
and keep disco alive-Love you all, Marlo- Indians can paddle canoes, back m~sages can 
-----------'---,..----- be warming, cheese omelettes ~nd coffee can 
Jean in Pope 202-Thanks for having us Wens. keep you awake, Frankenstein movies can put 
night, even though you weren't there. Too you to sleep, pillows aren't always 
.busy "KEEPing RIGHT". uncomfortable. Pancakes can be revolting at 
7:30 A.M. (to be continued) 
John and Elaine: Best of luck in your new 
home! How's Niki making out? Finding his way 
around? Should have got him a seeing eye dog! 
Clam Digger, how are you doing? Hope tp,?ee 
you as soon as possible. Love you always, 
Short Cake 
Happy 'Blrthday, Chuckie Wuckie! Enjoy,· 
Enjoy! (Ha. ha, Wayne-sympathy plays and 
N charity" won't work on us!) If you're nice, we'll 
buy your raffle tickets! Love from 'Ed" and the 
"Cultcha Vultcha. N 
John. and Ron·You could be better hosts. 
What's the matter. did you use super glue on 
your door, won't it open? There. is a new 
.invention called the doorknob, you turn it and 
ibelieve it or not the door opens. You had your 
chance to get lucky. Take a lesson from Paul,. 
he's got the right attitude,··Unwelcomed. 
Peg of my· heart--We dance· really well 
To Mike the guy from Canada and the guy. together. Just like Fred Rogers and Ginger 
from Pickering: How can we call you after 7 :00 Astaire - Four left feet. I hope your feeling 
p,m. if YO\l don't give us your number?Guy better - you couldn't desert at a time like this. 
from Pickering-We hangout in the library, top, Bob. . 
but we never see you. We11 have to rendez-
vous some night. Signed 2 Mass. Girls. 
CLASSES OF '79 AND JuPlior- To Barb: Welcome back to the campus! 
Sophomore Night at the Rat! THIS Sunday, You're friends have missed you, We're looking 
N~~wember 13, from 7 to 11. Drink and socialize .forward to good times ahead. Congratulations 
wil h all your fellow students. on your A. Sec3 Wood. 
To the entire BSe community. Homecoming 
was a success. Petty squabb[es were forgotten . 
and everyone who wanted to had a great time. 
I'm looking forward to next year. 
Congratulations Miss Hamilton. 
